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Projx design and
build solutions
PROJX provides design and construction services based on 
the customers’ objectives, strategies, and goals. Whether for 
a place of work or home, PROJX discusses how the project 
and space will be designed and how each element adds to 
the overall effect. Our team of architects and interior and 
landscape designers can help you get the most out of your 
space or property while making it beautiful.

We tackle all projects with the mindset that design is the 
solution. PROJX is the one of the leading company for build 
and design construction in Kuwait .

PROJX consultancy provides homeowners with an in-depth 
discovery and recommendation approach to determine how 
best to design their spaces. As one of the best build and 
design construction in Kuwait, we ensure that the design 
also conforms to the users’ behaviors while meeting their 
parameters and budget.
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Interior
Design
Quality interior architecture.

PROJX helps homeowners and property developers design 
ideal spaces for living, whether it is a villa, apartment, room, 
or unit in a residential building. Our team adds significant 
value to the design, building, and renovation stages.

With every project, the team first aims to understand everything 
they can about the occupants—who they are, how many there 
are, what an average day looks like for them, and how they 
interact with other residents.

PROJX brings out the desired theme in the design, taking into 
account multiple factors such as the mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing systems as well as the costs in the construction 
and maintenance long term.
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Mohammad Al-Bualian
partner and the design director

Mohammad Alboualayan holds a master’s degree in 
architecture from the University of Oregon. He a part-
ner and the design and creativity director at PROJX.

Rashed AL-Mubarak
Founder - CEO

Rashed Almubarak is a Kuwaiti architect and a 
LEED green associate. Rashed is the founder and 
CEO of PROJX Design & Build Solutions.

Our Team
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7AM - Shaab
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9RF - Salam
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12AT - Qortuba
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15SA - Shuwaikh
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18BM - Shaab
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21KK - Dahya
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24FS - Surra
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26OS - Qurtoba
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29FA - Zahra
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